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NEUTRON PllODUCTION IN A LINEAR PINCH 

Oacar A. ~deraoa alld Robert V. Pyle 

Radiation Laboratory 
Univer aity of. CaUforaia 

Berkeley, California 

Abe tract 

The neulron-produc:lq linear pinch devices 
that were built at Berkeley are deacribed, and 
the experiment• pertaining to a poadble thermo
nuclear process are diac:uaaed. It was finally 
shown that the neutrons were produced by plasma 
instabiUtles. 

Introductioa 

The Sherwood Project group at UCllL 
Be/rkeley, headed by W. R. Baker, has had a 
pi,bneering role ia the field of hiah-temperatue 
plasma producttOD.. The firat of many aystems 
tried waa a ''medium-eneriYu linear pinch, which 
tur11ed out to be the first machine of aay kind in 
the thermonuclear re aearch field to produce a 
siglllfleallt number of neutroas. All important 
series of measurement• waa macle.•to determine 
the origin of these neutroaa ill epace a11d time, 
aftd in aeneral. whether the production waa due to 
a thermonuclear or an acceleration proceae. As 
has frequently been pointed out, useful power 
cannot be obtained from the fu.t.ou reactions that 
occur 'When beams of acc·elerated deuterons inter-
act wi.tb a plaal!la. · 

Fusion Reactious 

The faaion ••actions moat aaitable to a con
trolled thermonuclear device are: 

SO~He 3 + n + 3.Z5 Mev 
(1) D+D~, 

.· ~T+p+4Mev 

(Z) 1> + T---~· He4 + n + 17.6 Mev. 

Fo, several reasons, one of t.he moat important 
b_,.ing safety, researcltere in this field prefer to 
u~e a pu.re deuteriwn gas, . and it is tl'lla reaction 
tJlat will be diac:ua eed. The yield of neutrons per 
s;eeoad from a cubl¢ centimeter of plasma ia · 
given by the expre~alon; N a l nZ tlv, where n ia 
the~ density of deu~edun) loaa and t1 la the erose 
sec:tlon for a reaction to occur betweea ioas of 
relative velocity,: v. 'the product, tlv, ia avera1• 
ed over the cllatributio" of velocities exhting in 
the plasma. 

The l'eactioa croes section h ahown ill Fig. 1 
as a function of ion velocity and eaeriY for the 
ca1e where one deuteroa ta at rest. It la aeea 
that tbh erose .aectioa is changtna very rapidly ia 
the low•eaeriY Jtegioa where research ie now 
betna carried oil. If the ioaa are ba thermal 
eqUilibrium, the veloeltlea are described by a 
Maxwellian distribution; this ia shown in Fig. Z 
(2! 2tJle spec.ial case where the mean ion eaergy. 
W, is 600 eledron-volte. (More frequeatly, such 

a plasma is cle •ttl beet by the ''kinetic temper•
ture "• 6 • l./ 3 W, or by a conventional defllll· 
tion of temperature, T (°K) •__.!.16 X 1()4 6 (ev). 
The averaae of the product, o von. la give a. in 
Fla. 3 aa a fun.c:tlon of ldaetic tempeaoature for ~ 
MaxweWan distribution • 

. l'.·,. . 

The '~~~~ of ov ie ltrongly eneriY·depen
dent at temperatures loweao than a few ldlovolta, 
and consequently the ion temperature of a plasrr 
can be determined by c:ountiq the number of 
neutaooaa emitted per &econd (Fig. 1 ). Thiele 
one of the principal meana uaed at present by 
ecientlats worldag 011 c:oatrolled fusion projects 
However, the distribution of ioa eneraiea must 
be lmow before the m.!&thod has validity• 

·.1 . 

Among the devices considered for thel'mo
nuclear experiments, the Ua.ear dynamic. ptneh 
stands alone ill ita aimplicity. The pinch tube i 
merely a uon conductiq cylinder, such ae a ala 
pipe, capped by metal electrodes. and surrounde 
by a coaxial copper return conductor. Thie ap ... 
paratus is filled with 1•• at low pressure, usua1 
ly a few ten-thousandths of an atmosphere. Tht 
ayatem h completed by an assembly of condenat 
and a spark gap or similar switch for connectin1 
the tube to the condenser bank. 

In operation, after the coa.nection ll i;k'fadeJ;,the 
gas is rapidly ioftized to the point where· it be· 
comee a good cocaductor, or "plasma••. The ra1 
ly increasing current is then reatrict~.d by the • 
effect to a thin 19Jer at the plaama s'W"fac:e. Th 
current reacts with its own self .. generated maa· 
netic field in produdftg an inward force, as indi 
ed in Fla. 4; this is commonly known aa\the •tpt, 
effect... (This is a specialized example 01 the 
well·known interaction of movina. char1ee~ whtc 
is responsible for all the mechanical efiec~s 'Qf 
magnetic: field.e. More common deacrlptlope ar 
Lorentz force, motor force, maanetlc .pre~sure 
When the c:urre•~t becomes sufficiently'larg~. th1 
magnetic preasbre, · BZ./8tr, exceeds the a4s~ 
pressure, nkT, and the plasma columa. co~pae 
radially. As the plasma is driven. inw'arcl,• atro 
shock• are produ.,:ed; eventually thea~ ~h~\ts re 
the axis and are ~efiettecl. Tll!la, rno~ .... oUtwa: 
they meet the huio•na current sheath ~ad i'eveJ 
the direc:tioa. of motioru. This rever 1sal ~· lmowa 
as a "bounce"· .Th6 .plasma racliue at wfdch a 

'I I'' \!.,. \ 

bounce occurs d.epet¥•\ ~a the maga.t.twle .,_nd wa' 
form of the lmpre~aed ~\wrent. Oeaerally therE. 
are aubaequent bouacea of increaalnaly .a~aller 
radii as the curteat coatt,nues to increa ... r\ (If tl 
cleuteron energies are sufficient at ou ~r-·more 



these bounces, nuclear reactions will occur. ) It 
is an important fact that the magnetic pressure 
for a given current is proportional to the inverse 
square of the radius. Thus, while it seems 
fortuitous that the pressure can reach very high 
values as the plasma column collapses, there is 
the unfortunate corollary that any section of the 
collapsing column that bas a head start will run 
away from the rest. Because this effect even
tually leads to a necking-in at one or more 
places, it is known as the "sausage instability". 
It is usually assumed to be the most important 
problem in the dynamic pinch. 

The hope in these early experiments waa 
that, starting the pinch as symmetrically as 
possible, one could produce "thermonuclear" 
plasma energies by some combination of resis
tive, shock, and compression heating before 
instabilities caused any serious difficulty. This 
hope Wc:LS unfulfilled, at least in the bulk of the 
experiments. However, some interesting data 
were obtained in the process: shock velocities in 
deuterium corresponding to Mach 60, peak mag
netic pressures of several hundred atmospheres, 
an.d kinetic ''temperatures" of one or two million 
de'grees centigrade. These figures apply to the 
experiments that are the main subject of this 
report. Temperatures about twice as high, and 

/some possibly "thermonuclear" neutrons were 
./~obtained in an experiment employing a epecial 
; ·capacitor constructed at the Berkeley Radiation 

Laboratory. This operated at 160 kv, and had 
very low inductance because it employed water as 
the dielectric medium. (Water has a dielectric 
constant of about 80, and a maximum dielectric· 
strength of about 400 kv per em in this voltage 
region. The working strength was about 140 kv 
per em.) In thia experiment, neutrons were pro
duced at the first bounce, when the pinch was 
apparently still uniform; however the operating 
life of the capacitor was so short that no neutron 
energy distributions could be made. For this 
reason, the water-capacitor experiment is 
mentioned here only in passing and will not be 
referred to again in this report. 

Experimental Equipment 

-2-

After the Berkeley Sherwood program was 
organized in 1954, a pinch circuit was designed, 
which achieved the following objectives: (1) rea
sonably low inductance, (2) use of readily available 
condensers, (3) minimum external electrical 
noise, (4) pinch tube a outside the condenser box 
to allow juxtaposition of measuring apparatus, 
(5) convenient mounting arrangements to allow 
interchange of tubes. This last feature was al
most a necessity; in the first year or so of the 
experiments over 30 pinch tubes of various sizes, 
shapes, and materials were used. 

The condenser bank contained 25 standard 
Cornell-Dubilier capacitors of 0.5-J.~.f, 50-kv 
rating. The bank-circuit inductance (including 
spark gap but not the pinch tube) was 0.2 J.l.h. The 
arrangement is sh.own semi-schematically in 
Fig. 5. The peak discharge current was usually 
about 200,000 amp. 

UCRL-8222 

Pinch tubes ranged in length from 4 in. to 
10 ft. and in diameter from 0.5 in. to 12 in. 
Experiments were made with various insulators 
surrounding the pinch. These arranged them
selves in operating efficiency more or less in 
the order of their volatility: Epon, Teflon, soft 
glass, Pyrex, alumina. ceramic, and fused 
quartz. (Note that the ceramic contained binder 
material of relatively high vol~lity. ) Electrode 
materials used were: copper,· aluminum, and 
graphite; the choice_, did not seem to be critical. 

·\ 

{ligure 6 sho~a. an early pinch tube in ex
ploded view; note the quartz insulator, aluminum 
electrodes, and coppE!r return conductor. The 
tube-voltage signal wa~ monitored with a com .. 
pensated voltage di~e·r. employing salt water, 
and the current signa,'l was obtained from a non
inductive shunt. (N~ither' method would now be 
recommended becaus.e more convenient means 
are available. ) 

Electrical Signals 

Even though the neutron flux received the 
most attention, the cur.rent and voltage wave
forms were also studie.d extensively in an· 
attempt to understand the phenomena occurring 
in the pinch. Typical signals are drawn in Fig. 7. 
The current iB seen to: __ have a more or less 
sinusoidal shape on the average, as would be ex
pected because most of· the inductance is in the 
external circuit except ~t times of maXimum 
pinch. Note the curren~ dipe that coincide with 
the plasma bounces; the~ nega,tive rate-of-change 
of current just before the bounces occur will be 
discussed subsequently. The bounces are evi
dent in the "discharge-radius" curve, which was 
roughly computed graphically from the voltage 
and current signals. The interesting features of 
the voltage wave shape are interpreted as follows, 
referring to the letter'S marked on the figure: 

A. The full condenser voltage is across the 
pinch tube before appreciable ionization takes 
place. 

B. The gas is ionized, and V = Lo di/dt + 
IR, where Lois the "unpinched" inductance. 
Very shortly, however, IR becomes negli&ible. 

C. The current sheath is moving toward the 
tube axis and the increase in voltage is caused 
principally by I dL/ dt. 

D. The bounce previously described takes 
place; the direction of motion reverses and the 
I dL/dt term changes sign very rapidly. 

E. I dL/dt is still negative, but the outward 
speed of the sheath is decreasing. 

F. The sheath has made its maximum radial 
excursion and a new pinch is about to start. This 
pinch is followed, in this case, by a third and 
fourth pinch. In some cases the peak tube volt
ages are many times the voltage originally applied. 

G. The voltage trace consists of a large, 
high-frequency signal lasting for approximately 
l0-7 sec, following which all detail disappears. 
Apparently the insulator surface becomes con
ducting, and the interior of the pinch tube is iso
lated from the external circuits. 
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Theory of the Voltase Signal 

These signals can be moee fully explained 
with the help of the equivalent circuits of Fig. 8. 
These all neglect electrical resistance which is 
relatively unimportant here (except briefly as the 
discharge forms). 

In Fig. 8a the inductance of the spark gap and 
connection and the internal inductance of the con
densers have been lumped into Lc. The pinch 
tube is represented by a variable inductance. The 
tube voltage is broken into two parts in Fig. 8b, 
namesly the L dl/dt and I dL/dt terms used prev
iously in describing the voltage waveform. These 
terms may be obtained very simply from the 
expressions 

V = 10·
8 at- (cf>) 7 .ft.(LI) = L 3! + 1 ~~ , 

i.-

where L is the ins~ntaneous pinch-tube inductance. 
A clear identification of the last term with the 
plasma motion is o~tained from the dynamo for
mula, 

i -8 
V;= 10 Bl v, 

! 
which gives the voltage measured· in a nonmoving 
frame just outside the instantaneous plasma bound
ary, along a plasma column of length .1., collapsing 
radially with a velocity v, under the pressure of 
the self-field B. But because the instantaneous 
inductance of the pinch of radius r in a tube o¥ 
radius R is ' 

we have 

L = ZX 10·9 1 lti!: , 
1' 

dL 9 en= - 2 x to· ,dr = + 2 X 1 0. 9 l. v 
.'dt r 

! 

if vis considered positive,,when directed toward 
the axis. Substituting thi$ relation for l.v along 
with the formula for the sielf-field, B = I/Sr, 
into the dynamo formula,/ 

I 

V 
_ 

1
'dL 

p- 'Q't 

and the assumption implicit in Fig. 8b is justified. 

The voltage transien.~s generated by the plas
ma motion are often so large compared to the 
voltage V c of the condenser bank that this voltage 
can be neglected for purposes of discussion. In 
this limiting case Fig.; Sc applies, and it is seen 
that the measured tub~ voltage V will be less than 
the plasma voltage in the ratio Lc/ (L + Lc>. In 
this approximation one can write for the plasma 
voltage 

L 
Vp= VU+rc). 

A typical pinch tube is 7. 5 em in diameter 
and 90 em long. Because at moments of maxi
mum compression, the pinch diameter is quite 
small, (a few millimeters), the maximum indue-

tance may be several times the bank inductance 
of O.l ph. One finds for the peak plasma volt-
age a value approximately four times the peak 
measured tube voltage. In OIJ:~ experiment, the , 
condenser bank was charged to 40 kv and the tube 1 
voltage rose to 80 kv just before the second \ 
bounce, implying a plasma voltage of over 300 kv. \~ 
Transients of around 300 ltv have been observed ,. 
near the end of the dynamic action, as at point G i1~ 

' \\ 
in Fig. 7, giving an internal voltage over 1 Mv, \ 
if we assume the previous ratio. There ie reason !\ 
to believe that the inetability responsible for these (\ 
spikes causes an abnormally high inductance, and k'\ 
furthermore, that this high inductance h probably 'I \ 
~onthcentrat1ed in a numhbi ehr of

1
1ocal regions so that t \ 

1n ese paces very g vo tage gradients indeed ~\ 'l · 
are expected near the plasma. r : 

The Neutron Measurements 
I 
i\ 
Ji 
~~ 

The total number of neutrons emitted during f 
a discharge was monitored by counting the scintilla
tion. pulses produced by ·thermalized neutrons that 
were captured in Lil(T 1) crystals; the timing of 
the neutron emission was obtained from the proton 
recoil pulses (Fig. 7) produced in plastic scintilla
tion. The neutrons were pr~duced in one or more 
bursts o£ about 2 to 3 X 10- sec duration. The 
times of the bursts corresponded to maximum 
radial compressions. usually at the third and 
fourth bounce but sometimes a·t the second bounce 
as well. By using several detectors and collima
tors, it was found that the emission occurred 
simultaneously and uniformly along the axis of the 
'tube within a cylinder of radius no larger than one 
centimeter. Another experimental result which 
was suggestive of a ther~nuclear origin was the, 
strong quenching of the neutron emission when 
small percentages of heavy gases (e. g. argon) 
were added to the deuterium. 

There were, however, other experimental 
results that did not seem consistent with a thermo
nuclear process. Forfimost among these was the 
large yield, 107 to 10 neutrons per discharge, 
that was obtained after the insulating sleeve was 
changed from pyrex to quartz and the operating 
parameters were optimized. If the plasma is con
sidered to be at a fairly uniform temperature 
throughout, ·such yields imply kinetic temperatures 
of 600 v or more; temperatures of this size seemed 
inconsistently large when compared to rather s~mple 
theoretical predictions. Moreover, an axial mag
,netic field of 100 gauss reduced the neutron yield 

1
' by about a factor of ten, although it was difficult to 

see how such a small field could have such a large 
effect if the pinch behaved properly. (During the 
pinching process the axial field was trppped in the 
conducting plasma and compressed along with the . 
gas. The calculated pressure of this field .was neg~ 
ligible compared to the gas.~ pressure. ) ·. 

It seemed likely that some nonthermonuclear 
process was responsible for the neutron production 
in particular one by which a small percentage' of 
the deuterons in the plasma was accelerated to 
very high energies so that the increased reaction 
cross section could account for the observed yi.eld. 
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If high·energy deuterons react with deuterons 
that are approximately at rest in the laboratory 
system, the neutrons that are produced have larg
er energies when emitted in the same direction 
as the high-energy deuteron than when emitted in 
the opposite direction (Fig. 9). A crucial experi- · 
ment was performed in which the neutron energies 
were measured by exposing nuclear emulsions at 
the ends of the pinch tube. An energy shift was 
found that corre eponded to deuterons of approxi· 
mately 50 kev strildng'deuterons at rest, with the 
high-energy deuterons always moving in the dir
ection of the applied electric field. A typical 
histogram of the observed neutron-energy shift is 
shown in Fig. 10. 

· Discussion 

The type of instability that is thought to 
accelerate the deuterons is the "sausage" insta
bility (Fig. 11) in which the magnetic and plasma 
forces become so unbalanced that the plasma 
column is severely and rapidly constricted in ~ne 
or more places. A theory has been developed 
by means of which it is shown that the rapidly 
changing magnetic fields at the points of instabil
ity give rise to electric fields of sufficient magni
tude to accelerate deuterons to 50 or-more kilo
volts energy, and in sufficient numbers to quant
itatively account for the observed yield of neutrons. 

More recently, members of the Los Alamos 
Sherwood group have proposed theories that also 
involve the growth of "sausage 11 instabilities but 
that differ from the above theory in the details of 
the mechanism by which the energy shift is pro
duced. It is clear that much fundamental research 
remains to be done in this field although the simple 
picture of thermonuclear production has clearly 
been ruled out. In conjunction with other techni
ques, the measurement of neutron emission has 
proved to be a very useful diagnostic abi in our 
attempt to under stand the simple linear pinch and 
the more sophisticated devices which have follow
ed it. 
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Figure Legends 

Fig. 1. The D- D reaction cross section as a function of ion velocity and 
energy for the case of the target deuteron at rest. 

Fig. 2. The Maxwellian distribution of ion velocities in a deuterium plasma 
with a kinetic temperature of 400 v . 

. Fig. 3. uvnn for a Maxwellian distribution. Also shown are neutron-emission 
rates for three values of ion density. 

Fig. 4. The pinch mechanism. 

Fig. 5. A semi-schematic of the pinch-apparatus circuit. 

Fig. 6. An exploded view of an early pinch. tube. 

Fig. 7 . Typical signals from a pinch tube. 
.. 
Fig. 8. Pinch-circuit schematics. 

Fig. 9. Neutron energies from D-D reactions as a function of incident-deuteron 
energy. 

Fig. 10. Recoil-proton histograms from neutrons emitted at 0° and 180° to the 
applied electric field 

Fig. 11. The "sausage 11 instability. 
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